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Abstract—Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have emerged as one of the major technologies for 4G high-speed mobile networks. In a WMN, a mesh backhaul connects the WMN with the Internet, and mesh access points (MAPs) provide wireless network access service to mobile stations (MSs). The MAPs are stationary and connected through the wireless mesh links. Due to MS mobility in WMNs, Mobility Management (MM) is required to efficiently and correctly route the packets to MSs. We propose an MM mechanism named Wireless mesh Mobility Management (WMM). The WMM adopts the location cache approach, where mesh backhaul and MAPs (referred to as mesh nodes (MNs)) cache the MS’s location information while routing the data for the MS. The MM is exercised when MNs route the packets. We implement the WMM and conduct an analytical model and simulation experiments to investigate the performance of WMM. We compare the signaling and routing cost between WMM and other existing MM protocols. Our study shows that WMM has light signaling overhead and low implementation cost.

Index Terms—Location cache, mobility management, wireless mesh networks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have emerged as one of the major technologies for 4G high-speed mobile networks. The WMNs provide a ubiquitous solution for wireless Internet access and MS-to-MS communication with low deployment cost. Fig. 1 illustrates a general WMN architecture that comprises two kinds of fixed mesh nodes (MNs). The mesh backbone is a gateway between the WMN and Internet through which all packets are delivered between the WMN and the Internet. The mesh access point (MAP) provides network access service to the mobile stations (MSs) through the wireless access links. A wireless mesh link exists between two MNs that are located within each other’s radio coverage area. The MN location is stationary.

When an MS enters the coverage area of a MAP, the MS performs the association procedure to establish a wireless access link to the MAP [2]. This MAP is known as the serving MAP (SMAP) of the MS. The wireless link between the MS and the MAP can be a direct link or a relay link via other MSs. The coverage area of a MAP can be extended by relaying packets via MSs. The relay protocol exercised among MSs is out of the scope of this paper and has been studied in several previous studies (for example, [4]). In this paper, we focus on the design of the mobility management (MM) protocol exercised in the fixed MNs. Before delivering the user data to an MS, the SMAP of this MS must be identified. Then, the user data is sent to this SMAP through one or more MNs via the wireless mesh links. These MNs are known as the relaying MAPs (RMAPs). Since an MS may change the SMAP from time to time, MM is required for packet delivery to the moving MSs. Existing standards (such as IEEE 802.11 [2] and IEEE 802.16 [3]) for WMNs do not address the MM issue. The MM consists of location management and handoff management. Location management maintains the location of the current SMAP for an MS. When an MS changes its SMAP, location management updates the SMAP information for the MS. During data transmission, if the MS changes from old SMAP to new SMAP, handoff management enables the old SMAP to forward user data to the new SMAP.

Existing MM protocols for mobile networks are divided into three categories, including the ad hoc routing protocol [4], the centralized-database MM protocol [5], and the mobile Internet Protocol (IP) [6]. The ad hoc routing protocol is adopted in the mobile ad hoc network (MANET), where the user data is relayed hop by hop by MSs and a routing path from the source to the destination is established for routing user data. Unlike MANET, the infrastructure of WMNs is fixed (that is, MNs are stationary). It may not be so efficient to directly apply the ad hoc routing schemes in WMNs since most of the ad hoc routing schemes do not consider the stationary property of WMNs. The centralized-database MM protocol (where a centralized database is maintained to store MS location information) is usually adopted in the cellular network. The service area of a cellular network is partitioned into several location areas (LAs). Whenever an MS moves from one LA to another, the database is accessed to update the MS location information. When the size of an LA is small, high signaling cost is expected. The size of the service area of a MAP may vary greatly, which depends on the radio access technology applied in WMNs. For instance, the service area of an IEEE
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the WMM mechanism. Section 3 proposes an analytical model and simulation experiments to study the performance of WMM. Section 4 compares the signaling overhead and routing cost of WMM and other existing MM protocols. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 The WMM Mechanism

In the WMM mechanism, MNs are assigned fixed IP addresses. The IP addresses assigned for MSs can be done manually or by Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [10]. The WMM mechanism does not require MSs to change their IP addresses for MM. An MN maintains two cache tables, the routing table and the proxy table. The routing table is used to maintain the routing paths between the MN and other MNs. The proxy table maintains the MS location information. In WMM, when an MS enters a WMN or moves from one SMAP to another MAP, the MS registers to the new SMAP. The MS location information is carried in the packet headers. When MNs route packets for an MS, the location information of the MS in proxy tables in the MNs are updated. Then, the MN can correctly route the packets for MSs by referencing the proxy table and routing table. If the mesh backhaul does not cache MS location information when processing packet routing, a query procedure is executed to obtain the MS location information (to be elaborated in Section 2.3).

Several routing table maintenance protocols have been proposed in the Internet or ad hoc networks [4]. These protocols can be applied in WMM directly. In this paper, we focus on the proxy table maintenance for the MNs. As shown in Fig. 2, every MN maintains an entry in the proxy table for MS, which consists of three fields: the Im field (to store MS’s IP address), the Is field (to store the IP address of MS’s SMAP), and the Ts field (to store the time when the MS is associated with its SMAP, also known as the “serving time stamp”). The serving time stamp can be obtained from the MS to ensure the nondecreasing property of the serving time stamp for the MS. We assume that all IP addresses assigned to MSs in the same WMN have the same prefix, and we can identify the WMN where the MS resides by checking the prefix of the MS’s IP address. Time synchronization of MNs is required in the WMM mechanism. Existing time synchronization algorithms such as Network Time Protocol (NTP) [11] can be used to resolve the time synchronization requirement in WMM.

We utilize the options field in the IP header to store the MS location information, including the IP address of MS’s SMAP and MS’s serving time stamp. The options field is filled or modified by MNs when they route the packets for an MS. The options field (consisting of 16 bytes) is divided into four subfields: the ISS field (to store the IP address of the sender’s SMAP), the SST field (to store the sender's serving time stamp), the IRS field (to store the IP address of the receiver’s SMAP), and the RST field (to store the receiver’s serving time stamp). There are three WMM procedures: the registration procedure, the routing procedure, and the query procedure. Details of these procedures are described in the following sections.
Step RE1. MS1 sends a registration request message, REREQ (MS1’s IP Address, Previous SMAP’s IP Address, Selected SMAP’s IP Address) to MAP2. The previous SMAP’s IP address is set to null if the previous SMAP is unavailable. In this example, the previous SMAP is MAP1.

Step RE2. Upon receipt of REREQ at t1, MAP2 first checks whether an entry for MS1 exists in its proxy table. If the entry exists, MAP2 updates the entry. Otherwise, MAP2 creates a new entry for MS1. MS1’s entry in MAP2’s proxy table is updated as follows: Im is set to MS1’s IP Address, Is is set to MAP2’s IP Address, and Ts is set to t1. Then, MAP2 checks the previous SMAP’s IP address carried in REREQ. If it is null (that is, there is no previous SMAP for MS1), the procedure proceeds to the next step. Otherwise, MAP2 updates the entry for MS1 in its proxy table as follows: Im is set to MS1’s IP Address, Is is set to MAP2’s IP Address, and Ts is set to t1.

Step RE3. MAP2 responds to MAP2 an update response message, URSP. Then, MAP2 sends a registration response message, RERSP, to MS1, which indicates that the registration request has been completed.

Note that MS1 may have ongoing sessions during the movement, handoff management is required to ensure session continuity. Existing handoff management mechanisms such as enhanced Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP) [12] may be adopted in this procedure, where packets are buffered in MAP1 and then forwarded to MAP2. This paper concentrates the study on the location management. The details of handoff management are not included in this paper.

After Step RE3, MS1’s location information is kept in the proxy tables of both MAP1 and MAP2, and the location management for MS1 is done at MAP1 and MAP2. For other MNs with obsolete MS1’s location information (that is, Is field for MS1 stores MAP’s IP address), the packets are first routed to MAP1, and then MAP1 retrieves its proxy table to forward the packets to MAP2.

Note that there is no possibility of any loop that resulted from the registration procedure. Suppose that MS1 has the movement, MAP1, MAP2, ..., MAPn, MAP1. When MS1 moves from MAPn to MAP1, the registration procedure is exercised between MS1 and MAP1, which updates MAP1’s proxy table. Since MAP1 is the SMAP of MS1, all packets can be routed to MS1 directly through MAP1. Hence, the loop problem does not exist in the WMM mechanism.

2.2 The Routing Procedure

The routing procedure is executed by MNs when the MNs route the packets for an MS, which consists of two parts: Location Information Synchronization and Packet Routing.

Part 1: Location Information Synchronization. In this part, the MS location information in the proxy table of the MN and that carried in the IP header of the packets are updated as the latest MS location information. Suppose that MS1 (sender) is sending IP packets to MS2 (receiver), where MAP3 is one of the MNs along the routing path. Fig. 4a illustrates the flow chart for this part. Steps L1 and L2 update the location information for the sender (that is, MS1).

Step L1. Upon receipt of an IP packet, MAP3 first checks the prefix of MS1’s IP address to determine whether MS1 is in the WMN. If the packet is sent from Internet into the WMN (that is, MS1 is out of the WMN), MAP3 does not need to maintain MS1’s location information, and the procedure jumps to Step L3. Otherwise, the procedure proceeds to the next step.

Step L2. MAP3 checks the options field in the IP header. Two cases are considered.

Case L2.1. The options field is null, that is, MAP3 is MS1’s SMAP, whose proxy table contains MS1’s current location information. MAP3 updates the options field in the IP header: ISS is set to the Is value of MS1’s entry in MAP3’s proxy table; SST is set to the Ts value of MS1’s entry in MAP3’s proxy table; IRS is set to null; RST is set to the null.

Case L2.2. The options field is not null. If MS1’s entry exists in MAP3’s proxy table, MAP3 updates MS1’s location information. Otherwise, an entry is created for MS1 in MAP3’s proxy table. MS1’s entry in MAP3 is set as follows: Im is set to MS1’s IP Address, Is is set to the ISS value in the IP header, and Ts is set to the IST value in the IP header.

The following two steps (Steps L3 and L4) update the location information for the receiver (that is, MS2):

Step L3. MAP3 checks the prefix of MS1’s IP address to determine whether MS2 is in the WMN. If MS2 is out of the WMN, the procedure exits. Otherwise, the procedure proceeds to the next step.
Fig. 4. The flow chart for the routing procedure.
Step 4. This step synchronizes MS’s location information carried in the IP header and that stored in the proxy table. Let \(t_s\) be the TS value in MS’s entry and \(t_p\) be the RST value in the IP header. Without loss of generality, if MS’s entry does not exist, \(t_s = 0\), and if the RST value is null, \(t_p = 0\). We consider three cases:

Case L4.1. \(t_s < t_p\) that is, MS’s location information carried in the IP header is fresher than that stored in the proxy table. MS’s location information in MAP’s proxy table is updated as MS’s location information carried in the IP header. MS’s entry in MAP’s proxy table is updated as follows: Im is set to MS’s IP Address, Is is set to the RSS value in the IP header, and Ts is set to the RST value in the IP header.

Case L4.2. \(t_s = t_p\). MS’s location information carried in the IP header is the same as that in MAP’s proxy table. The procedure does nothing.

Case L4.3. \(t_s > t_p\) that is, MS’s location information in the proxy table of MAP is fresher than that carried in the IP header. MS’s location information carried in the IP header is filled with MS’s location information in MAP’s proxy table. The options field in the IP header is filled as follows: ISS is not changed, SST is not changed, IRS is set to the Is value of MS’s entry in MAP’s proxy table, and RST is set to the Ts value of MS’s entry in MAP’s proxy table.

After Part 1 finishes, the sender’s (that is, MS’s) current location information is stored in MAP’s proxy table and in the IP header. MS’s location information stored in MAP’s proxy table and that carried in the IP header are synchronized.

2.3 The Query Procedure

The query procedure is exercised by the mesh backhaul to obtain the IP address of receiver’s SMAP when the mesh backhaul routes a packet for the receiver, and the receiver’s SMAP is unknown (see Case R2 in the routing procedure). Suppose that MS is the receiver of the packet. The query procedure consists of the following three steps.

Step Q1. The mesh backhaul broadcasts a route request message, RREQ(MS’s IP Address), to all MAPs. The mesh backhaul starts a timer \(T_q\) and then expects to receive a route response message, RRES, before the timer expires.

Step Q2. Upon receipt of the RREQ message, MS’s SMAP replies a route response message, RRES(IP Address of MS’s SMAP, MS’s Serving time stamp), to the mesh backhaul.

Step Q3. If the RRES message is received before \(T_q\) expires, the mesh backhaul updates MS’s location information carried in the IP header and that in the proxy table. After query procedure, MAP can route the packet. Otherwise (that is, \(T_q\) expires), the mesh backhaul discards the packet.

Note that the query procedure requires flooding signaling messages to all MNs in the WMN, which is a high-cost operation.

3 AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR QUERY OVERHEAD

As described in Section 2.2, when the mesh backhaul routes the packet whose receiver’s location information (that is, the IP address of the receiver’s SMAP) cannot be determined, it exercises the query procedure to obtain the information (see Case R2). The query procedure requires flooding signaling messages to the WMN, which results in signaling overhead. This section proposes an analytical model and simulation experiments to study this performance issue.

We classify the traffic in a WMN into two categories: Internet and intranet sessions. The Internet session involves an MS and a server (or a host) out of the WMN, which are initiated by the MS. The packets for Internet sessions must be routed through the mesh backhaul, and the MS’s location information in the mesh backhaul’s proxy table is updated. The intranet session involves two MSs in the same WMN.

Consider the timing diagram in Fig. 5. Suppose that MS0 enters the WMN at \(t_0\). Let \(x\) be the time period between \(t_0\) and the time when MS0 originates the first Internet session. Suppose that the Internet session arrivals originated by MS0 form a Poisson process with rate \(\lambda\). Then, with the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, we have the density function \(f_x(x)\) for \(x\) as

\[
 f_x(x) = \lambda e^{-\lambda x}.
\]

Suppose that when MS0 enters the WMN, there are another \(N\) MSs. We assume that the \(N\) MSs are identical, and each MS initiates intranet sessions toward MS0 with probability \(\gamma\). Let \(N^*(0 \leq N^* \leq N)\) be the number of MSs (that initiate intranet sessions toward MS0). Without loss of generality, we assume that the \(N^*\) MSs are MS1, MS2, …, MS\(N^*\). Let \(y_k\) be the time period between \(t_0\) and the time when MS\(k\) (where \(1 \leq k \leq N^*\)) originates the first intranet session.
The $A$ probability is derived as follows:

$$A = \sum_{j=0}^{N} \Pr[\forall k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}, x \leq y_k | N' = j]$$

$$= \sum_{j=0}^{N} \Pr[\forall k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, j\}, x \leq y_k | N' = j]$$

$$= \sum_{j=0}^{N} \left\{ \int_{x=0}^{\infty} \left[ \prod_{k=1}^{j} f_y(y_k) dy_k \right] f_x(x) dx \right\}$$

$$= \sum_{j=0}^{N} \left\{ N \gamma^j (1-\gamma)^{N-j} \right\}\frac{F_y(x)}{f_y(y_j)} dx$$

$$= \sum_{j=0}^{N} \left\{ N \gamma^j (1-\gamma)^{N-j} \right\}\frac{\lambda e^{-\lambda x} dx}{f_y(y_j)}$$

$$= \sum_{j=0}^{N} \left\{ \lambda \int_{x=0}^{\infty} [1 - F_y(x)]^j e^{-\lambda x} dx \right\}$$

$$= \sum_{j=0}^{N} \left\{ \gamma^j (1-\gamma)^{N-j} \right\}\frac{\lambda^j e^{-\lambda x} dx}{f_y(y_j)}$$

$$= \frac{\lambda}{f_y(y_j)} \int_{x=0}^{\infty} e^{-\lambda x} dx$$

Let $F'_y(y) = [1 - F_y(y)]^j$ and $f'_y(s)$ be the Laplace transform of $F'_y(y)$. Then, (2) is rewritten as

$$A = \lambda \sum_{j=0}^{N} f'_y(\lambda) \gamma^j (1-\gamma)^{N-j}. \tag{3}$$

Apply (3) into (1) and $\tilde{P}_q$ is expressed as

$$\tilde{P}_q = 1 - \lambda \sum_{j=0}^{N} f'_y(\lambda) \gamma^j (1-\gamma)^{N-j}. \tag{4}$$

Our analysis can apply any $y_k$ distribution whose $f'_y(s)$ exists. Here, we take the exponential $y_k$ distribution (with mean $1/\eta$) as an example. Then, we have

$$F'_y(y) = [1 - (1 - e^{-\eta y})]^j = e^{-j\eta y} \tag{5}$$

and

$$f'_y(s) = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-j\eta y} e^{-\eta y} dy = \frac{1}{j\eta + s}. \tag{6}$$

Applying (6) into (4), we have

$$\tilde{P}_q = 1 - \lambda \sum_{j=0}^{N} \frac{1}{j\eta + \lambda} \gamma^j (1-\gamma)^{N-j}. \tag{7}$$

This study also conducts simulation experiments to investigate the $\tilde{P}_q$ performance. We adopt the discrete event-driven approach in our simulation, which has been widely used to simulate the mobile communication networks in several studies [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Following the standard [3], a WMN is modeled as a regular hexagonal topology. Each hexagon represents the coverage area of a MAP. In our simulation, the WMN consists of 61 MNs (that is, 1 mesh backhaul + 60 MAPs) and 1,000 MSs (that is, $N = 1,000$). The mesh backhaul is located at the center of the WMN. The movement of an MS follows a 2D random walk model [18], where an MS resides in a MAP’s coverage area for a period and then moves to one of its neighboring
Effects of input parameters are discussed below. The expected MAP residence time is 10 sec. The input parameters are $\xi_k$ and $\eta$. As $\eta$ increases, other MSs initiate their first intranet session to MS0 earlier (that is, $1/\eta$ is smaller). It is more likely that an MS initiates an intranet session to MS0 before MS0 initiates the first Internet session, and the mesh backhaul may not contain MS0’s location information when it routes the intranet session for MS0. Therefore, we observe the larger $P_q$ values when $\eta$ increases.

In the following, we run simulation experiments to investigate the $P_q$ performance for WMM, where we assume $x$ (that is, the time period between $t_0$ and the time when MS0 originates the first Internet session) and $y_k$ (that is, the time period between $t_0$ and the time when MS0, $1 \leq k \leq N'$, originates the first intranet session toward MS0) have exponential distributions with means $1/\lambda$ and $1/\eta$, respectively. In our experiments, we assume that $\eta < \lambda$ (or $1/\eta > 1/\lambda$). The reason is that, typically, an MS is likely to initiate an Internet session in the early time. For example, an MS may register to a SIP Proxy server immediately after it enters WMN. On the other hand, it may take time for MSs that initiate an intranet session toward MS0 in the WMN before it enters WMN. The MS resident time $z$ is assumed to be Gamma distributed with mean $1/\omega$ and variance $v_z$, respectively. The Gamma distribution has widely been adopted to simulate MS moving behavior in the real mobile networks in several studies [19], [13], [20], [21]. The input parameters $\eta$ and $\omega$ are normalized by $\lambda$. For example, if $1/\lambda = 1$ second, then $\omega = 0.1\lambda$ means that the expected MAP residence time is 10 sec. The impacts of the input parameters are discussed below.

- Effects of $\eta$: Fig. 6 plots $P_q$ as an increasing function of $\eta$, where we set $\omega = 0.1\lambda$, $N = 1,000$, and $v_z = 1/\omega^2$ (that is, exponential MAP residence time). As $\eta$ increases, other MSs initiate their first intranet session to MS0 earlier (that is, $1/\eta$ is smaller). It is more likely that an MS initiates an intranet session to MS0 before MS0 initiates the first Internet session, and the mesh backhaul may not contain MS0’s location information when it routes the intranet session for MS0. Therefore, we observe the larger $P_q$ values when $\eta$ increases.

- Effects of $\omega$: Fig. 7 also studies the effects of $\omega$, where $\eta = 0.001\lambda$, $v_z = 1/\omega^2$ (that is, exponential MAP residence time), and $N = 1,000$. As $\omega$ increases, the $P_q$ values slightly drop. With the higher MS mobility, through the registration procedure, the MS’s location information is more likely to be cached in the MAPs, which reduces the possibility to invoke the query procedure. Therefore, we observe that $P_q$ decreases as $\omega$ increases.

- Effects of $v_z$: Fig. 8 studies the effects of $v_z$, where $\eta = 0.001\lambda$, $\omega = 0.1\lambda$, and $N = 1,000$. The figure shows that, with larger $v_z$, the $P_q$ values drop. This is due to the fact that, as $v_z$ becomes large, more small $z$ values are observed. Therefore, the higher MS mobility is expected. Similar to the effects of $\omega$ (see Fig. 7), the MS’s location information is more likely to be cached in the MAPs. We observe that WMM functions better (that is, smaller $P_q$ is observed) as $v_z$ increases.

### 4 Comparison between WMM and Existing MM Protocols

This section compares the WMM mechanism with other existing MM protocols (including the ad hoc routing protocol, the centralized-database MM protocol, and the mobile IP protocol) in terms of location update, location tracking, and packet routing cost. More nodes (involved in a location update operation and a location tracking operation) result in more signaling messages replicated within the WMN (that is, more signaling traffic) and a longer routing path for signaling message delivery (that is, the possibility for successful message delivery decreases). Furthermore,
Fig. 8. Effects of variance $v_z (\eta = 10^{-3}; \omega = 0.1; N = 1,000)$.

4.1 Signaling and Routing Cost for WMM

In WMM, when an MS changes its SMAP, location update is done through the registration procedure and the routing procedure. The registration procedure is executed among an MS, the MS’s current SMAP, and the MS’s pervious SMAP. We consider three situations:

S1. The MS enters the WMN and then is powered on. The MS only communicates with its SMAP. There are two nodes involved in signaling message exchange for the registration procedure. The cost for the registration is 2.

S2. The MS is powered on and moves from the old SMAP to the new SMAP. There are three nodes involved in the signaling message exchange for the registration procedure. The cost for the registration is 3.

S3. The MS is switched off at SMAP$_1$ and then powered on at SMAP$_2$. This is taken as a new registration to SMAP$_2$. There are two nodes involved in the signaling message exchange of the registration procedure. The cost for the registration is 2.

Based on the above discussion, the cost for the signaling message exchange of the registration procedure is less than or equal to 3. The routing procedure is done by an MN while it routes a packet for the MS. No signaling messages are required for the routing procedure. Thus, we have $C_r \leq 3$ for WMM.

When a session is initiated toward an MS, location tracking is processed through the routing procedure and the query procedure. As described above, the routing procedure does not incur signaling cost. On the other hand, the query procedure requires flooding signaling messages to all MNs. The number of nodes involved in the query procedure equals the total number of MNs (that is, $M$). However, the query procedure may not be invoked for the MS during the time when the MS stays in the WMN. Actually, the query procedure is executed with probability $P_q$ for an MS (see Section 3), and it is invoked at most once for the MS. Let $r$ ($r > 0$) be the number of sessions initiated toward an MS during the time when the MS stays in the WMN. Consequently, $C_q$ for WMM can be estimated as $\frac{M \cdot r}{100}$.

Suppose that MS$_1$ is sending packets to MS$_2$, where MAP$_1$ and MAP$_2$ are SMAPs of MS$_1$ and MS$_2$, respectively. Let MAP$'_2$ be MS$_2$’s previous SMAP. Three cases are considered to count $C_q$ for WMM:

Case 1. MAP$_1$’s proxy table contains MS$_2$’s current location information. The packets can be routed directly to MS$_2$, and $C_q$ is $\hat{R}$.

Case 2. MAP$_1$’s proxy table contains obsolete MS$_2$’s location information. The packets are first routed to MAP$'_2$ and then MAP$'_2$ routes the packets to MAP$_2$ through other MAP$_i$s, where the routing path between MAP$'_2$ and MAP$_2$ may be a direct link or polygon links. Let $r_1$ be the average number of MNs along the routing path between MAP$_1$ and MAP$'_2$, and $r_2$ be the average number of MNs along the routing path between MAP$'_2$ and MAP$_2$. In this case, we have $C_q = r_1 + r_2 > \hat{R}$.

Case 3. MS$_2$’s entry does not exist in MAP$_1$’s proxy table. The packets will be routed to the mesh backhaul. If an MN along the routing path between MAP$_1$ and the mesh backhaul contains MS$_2$’s location information, then the packet can be routed to MS$_2$. Suppose that the average number of MNs in the routing path between MAP$_1$ and mesh backhaul is $r_3$ and the average number of MNs in the routing path between mesh backhaul and MAP$_2$ is $r_4$. In this case, $C_q = r_3 + r_4 > \hat{R}$.
Let the probability that Case 1 occurs be $\beta_1$, the probability that Case 2 occurs be $\beta_2$, and the probability that Case 3 occurs be $\beta_3$. We have

$$\beta_1 + \beta_2 + \beta_3 = 1.$$ (8)

In most of the cases in the real system, communications between two MSs are bidirectional (that is, both MS1 and MS2 exchange packets with each other). Once MS1 and MS2 exchange packets with each other, MS1’s SMAP caches MS2’s current location information, and vice versa, and the prolonged routing path (incurred in Case 2 or 3) will be changed to a direct routing path. At this moment, the $C_r$ cost for Case 2 or Case 3 is $R$. Suppose that MS1 sends the first packet at time $t_0$, MS1 and MS2 start bidirectional communication at time $t_1$, and the communication ends at time $t_2$, where $t_2 > t_1 > t_0$. Therefore, the $C_r$ cost can be estimated as

$$C_r = \beta_1 R + \beta_2 \left( \frac{t_1 - t_0}{t_2 - t_0} (\bar{r}_1 + \bar{r}_2) + \frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2 - t_0} R \right) + \beta_3 \left( \frac{t_1 - t_0}{t_2 - t_0} (\bar{r}_3 + \bar{r}_4) + \frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2 - t_0} R \right).$$ (9)

Since, in most of applications (for example, TCP session), the bidirectional communication usually starts after MS2 receives the first packet from MS1, we have $t_1 \approx t_0$, that is, $\frac{t_1 - t_0}{t_2 - t_0} \approx 0$ and $\frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2 - t_0} \approx 1$. With (8), $C_r$ in (9) approximates to $R$.

### 4.2 Signaling and Routing Cost of Ad Hoc Routing Protocol

Two basic approaches, proactive (also known as table-driven) and reactive (also known as demand-driven), are proposed for the ad hoc routing protocol [4]. In the proactive approach, an MS maintains a routing table to store all routing paths between the MS and other MSs. Location update is done by notifying all MNs and MSs of the MS’s movement. Typically, the MS is close to the FA, and we have $C_o = M + N$ for the proactive ad hoc routing protocol. In the proactive approach, when an MS routes a packet to the destination MS, it references its own routing table, and no signaling overhead is incurred. In the reactive approach, an MS maintains a routing table to store all routing paths between the MS and other MSs. Location update is done by notifying all MNs and MSs of MS’s movement, and we have $C_o = M + N$. For the reactive ad hoc routing protocol, the first packet at time $t_0$, MS1 and MS2 start bidirectional communication at time $t_1$, and the communication ends at time $t_2$, where $t_2 > t_1 > t_0$. Therefore, the $C_r$ cost can be estimated as

$$C_r = \beta_1 R + \beta_2 \left( \frac{t_1 - t_0}{t_2 - t_0} (\bar{r}_1 + \bar{r}_2) + \frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2 - t_0} R \right) + \beta_3 \left( \frac{t_1 - t_0}{t_2 - t_0} (\bar{r}_3 + \bar{r}_4) + \frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2 - t_0} R \right).$$ (9)

Since, in most of applications (for example, TCP session), the bidirectional communication usually starts after MS2 receives the first packet from MS1, we have $t_1 \approx t_0$, that is, $\frac{t_1 - t_0}{t_2 - t_0} \approx 0$ and $\frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2 - t_0} \approx 1$. With (8), $C_r$ in (9) approximates to $R$.

### 4.3 Signaling and Routing Cost of the Centralized-Database MM Protocol

In the centralized-database MM protocol, a centralized MM database is maintained to store the location information for all MSs. Whenever an MS moves from one LA to another, a registration procedure is triggered for location update. The registration procedure is executed between the MS and the database to update the LA ID stored in the database. Thus, we have $C_o = R$ for the centralized-database MM protocol.

When an MS has packets to be sent to the destination MS, it queries the database for the destination MS’s location information, where the signaling messages for location tracking are exchanged between the MS and the database. Thus, we have $C_r = R$ for the centralized-database MM protocol.

In the centralized-database MM protocol, the destination MS’s current location information is stored in the centralized database. The packets can be routed correctly to the destination MS. We have $C_r = R$ for the centralized-database MM protocol.

### 4.4 Signaling and Routing Cost of Mobile IP Protocol

In the mobile IP protocol, the HA in the home network and the FA in the foreign network are responsible to tunnel packets for MSs. When an MS moves from the home network to the foreign network, a registration procedure is triggered for location update, which is executed between the MS, the FA, and the HA to inform the FA and HA of the MS’s movement. Typically, the MS is close to the FA, and we can omit the signaling and routing cost between the MS and the FA. Thus, we have $C_o = R$ for the mobile IP protocol.

When MNs route packets to an MS, the packets are first routed to the HA, and then, the HA routes the packets to the destination MS directly (if the destination MS is in its home network) or delivers the packets to the destination MS by tunneling them from the HA to the FA (if the destination MS is in the foreign network). There are no signaling messages required for location tracking, and we have $C_r = 0$ for the mobile IP protocol.

In the mobile IP protocol, the packets are always routed to the HA and then to the destination (that is, the triangle routing problem) and the $C_r$ cost for the mobile IP protocol can be estimated as $2R$.

The previous study [7] proposed route optimization for the mobile IP protocol to overcome triangle routing. Suppose that a corresponding node MS1 is sending packets...
TABLE 1
Comparison between WMM and Other MM Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The $C_u$ Cost</th>
<th>The $C_t$ Cost</th>
<th>The $C_r$ Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proactive Ad-hoc Routing Protocol</td>
<td>$M + N$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive Ad-hoc Routing Protocol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\frac{M + N}{n_s}$</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized-database MM Protocol</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Mobile IP Protocol</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2\bar{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile IP Protocol with Route Optimization</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
<td>$\bar{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMM Mechanism</td>
<td>$\leq 3$</td>
<td>$\frac{M \cdot P_q}{r}$</td>
<td>$\approx \bar{R}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper designed a novel MM protocol, the WMM mechanism, for WMNs by capturing the characteristics of WMNs. In the WMM mechanism, location caches to cache MSs’ location information are added in the MAPs so that the network can more efficiently (that is, fast and low signaling cost) route packets to mobile users. The fields in the IP header are utilized to carry MSs’ location information. Location update can be done at the same time when the MN routes packets for MSs and the signaling cost for location update is reduced. The MSs’ location information is distributed within the WMN. We have implemented a prototype of the WMM mechanism in the real system.

If the MS’s location information cannot be determined, the query procedure is executed to find the MS’s location, where signaling cost may incur to the network. We conducted an analytical model and simulation experiments to study this performance issue. Our study shows the following:

- When an MS enters the WMN, if the first intranet session is initiated toward the MS earlier, the $P_q$ is higher. On the other hand, if the MS initiates its first Internet session earlier, the $P_q$ is lower.
- With higher MS mobility or higher variance of the MAP residence time, the WMM gains better $P_q$ performance (that is, $P_q$ is lower).

At the end of the paper, we made a comparison between WMM and other existing MM protocols (including the ad hoc routing protocol, the centralized-database MM protocol, and the mobile IP protocol). Our study concluded that the WMM mechanism can provide correct and efficient packet routing for MSs with lighter signaling and routing cost than the existing MM protocols do.
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